Currently, QTL data from three F2 and two backcross population QTL studies on fruit morphology traits (up to 46 traits per population) is available at the SGN website for viewing.
Clicking on the number of lines or graph icon (above) opens a page where phenotype data and QTL(s) for a trait are displayed (below).
Clicking a bar will return a list of the lines with values in the specified range.
At the plant accession level, images, phenotype and mapping data are shown. Details such as map location and primer sets for a marker can be viewed by clicking on the chromosome and marker of interest. QTL identification is an important approach in understanding the genetic basis of complex traits and development of marker assisted selection for faster, more reliable and cheaper improvement of polygenic traits in plants. The SGN QTL analyzer simplifies QTL detection and sharing data with the Solanaceae community. Through integration of user data with already existing genetic and physical maps at SGN, users are able to do comparative analysis, identify candidate genes and more.
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A QTL analysis with preset statistical parameters produces QTL map locations across the genome. Shown on the left is a QTL for a trait detected using a single QTL genome scan with a normal model and genotype probability of 0.01 calculated at every 5 cM. 
